Reconsolidation of sucrose instrumental memory in rats: The role of retrieval context.
Memory reconsolidation enables the update of a previously consolidated memory trace after its reactivation. Although Pavlovian memory reconsolidation has been widely demonstrated, instrumental memory reconsolidation is still debated. The most critical issue on instrumental memory reconsolidation findings have mainly been linked to the presence of specific boundary conditions for reactivation, for instance contextual parameters. In this study, we investigated the role of the spatial context on molecular markers of sucrose instrumental memory reactivation. Following withdrawal, rats previously conditioned to sucrose self-administration underwent either instrumental memory retrieval or no-retrieval in the conditioned context (Context A, AA condition) or in a modified version of the conditioned context (Context B, AB condition). Two hours later, the level of GluA1 and GluN2B receptors, Zif268 and phosphorylated-rpS6 (rpS6P) was measured in key brain areas for memory reactivation. Retrieval in Context A significantly increased GluA1Rs and GluN2BRs in amygdala compared to no-retrieval, indicating that memory successfully reactivated and destabilized. Moreover, Zif268 level was significantly increased after retrieval in Context A in the nucleus accumbens shell, central and basolateral amygdala but not in the hippocampus, while retrieval in Context B significantly increased Zif268 level in all brain areas. On the other hand, rpS6P level was increased in the nucleus accumbens shell and central amygdala, but decreased in the hippocampus, after retrieval in Context A, while retrieval in Context B did not change rpS6P level in brain areas, except for a small but significant decrease in hippocampus. While the increase of Zif268 level indicated that memory reactivation has been triggered in both the conditions, the lack of change in rpS6P levels after retrieval in Context B - in particular in the central amygdala - suggests that the reconsolidation process could not occur after memory reactivation in a context different from the conditioned one.